300-FPS Salient Object Detection via Minimum Directional Contrast.
Global contrast considers the color difference between a target region or pixel and the rest of the image. It is frequently used to measure the saliency of the region or pixel. In previous global contrast-based methods, saliency is usually measured by the sum of contrast from the entire image. We find that the spatial distribution of contrast is one important cue of saliency that is neglected by previous works. Foreground pixel usually has high contrast from all directions, since it is surrounded by the background. Background pixel often shows low contrast in at least one direction, as it has to connect to the background. Motivated by this intuition, we first compute directional contrast from different directions for each pixel, and propose minimum directional contrast (MDC) as raw saliency metric. Then an O(1) computation of MDC using integral image is proposed. It takes only 1.5 ms for an input image of the QVGA resolution. In saliency post-processing, we use marker-based watershed algorithm to estimate each pixel as foreground or background, followed by one linear function to highlight or suppress its saliency. Performance evaluation is carried on four public data sets. The proposed method significantly outperforms other global contrast-based methods, and achieves comparable or better performance than the state-of-the-art methods. The proposed method runs at 300 FPS and shows six times improvement in runtime over the state-of-the-art methods.